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Natal kick

Natal kick (NK):

An impulsive acceleration imparted 
on a black hole (BH) or a neutron star 
(NS) due to a supernova.

“Runaway” stars (Blaauw 61) 

Pulsars’ high space velocities: Gunn & 
Ostriker 70, Lyne & Lorimer 94, 
Hobbs+05, Verbunt+17 

DALLE 2’s impression of a hyper-velocity pulsar

History



Why study NK?

• NK connects to supernova physics (e.g., Lai+04). 

• Formation and evolution of compact object binaries (e.g., Kalogera+98). 

• Predicting GW source numbers (e.g., Dominik+12, Belczynski+16).

Credit: Caltech



Observational constraints

Space velocities of binaries hosting BHs or NSs 
(e.g., Gandhi+19, Atri+19, Fortin+22, 
O’Doherty+23).

Micro-lensing events for isolated BHs (Sahu+22, 
Lam+22, Andrews & Kalogera+22).

Retention rate of NSs in globular clusters (e.g., 
Pfahl+02a). Atri+19. 3D velocity distribution of BH 

X-ray binaries

High velocities (~300 km/s) of pulsars (e.g., Lyne & 
Lorimer 94, Hobbs+05, Verbunt+17).



The sample: 89 binaries
NS, BH low-mass X-ray 
binaries (NS, BH-LMXBs)

Pulsars in binaries 
(PSRs)

NS, BH high-mass X-ray 
binaries (NS, BH-HMXBs)

Credit: NASA/CXC/M.Weiss.

NS, BH in non-interacting 
binaries (NIs)

Credit: NASA Goddard

Credit: ESO L. Calçada



The sample

Credit: ESA

Gaia (E)DR3:

Check for five-parameter astrometry:  

• Position ( , ) 

• Parallax ( ) 

• Proper motion ( , )

α δ

ϖ

μα cos δ μδ

Radial velocity ( ):γ
Systemic velocity of the binary in the 
radial direction.



Potential peculiar velocity at birth

Potential peculiar velocity at  
birth ( )vz=0

pec

A 0620–00

Integrate orbits backward in time.

Collect peculiar velocity at every  
plane crossing.

Monte Carlo samples of .vz=0
pec



Overall distribution

f(v |σv) =
2
π

v2

σ3
v

exp (−
v2

2σ2
v )

f(v |σv,1, σv,2, w) = wf(v |σv,1) + (1 − w)f(v |σv,2)

Single-component

Maxwellian models

Two-component

σ1 = 21 km/s
σ2 = 107 km/s
w = 0.4

σHM = 27 km/s
σLM = 101 km/s



Distribution comparison

K-S test results ( ):α = 0.01

No clear difference

Significant difference: all  
simulations reject the null 
hypothesis ( ). 

LMs: broader; up to ~400 km/s 
 
HMs: <= 100 km/s

H0

BHs vs. NSs:

LMs vs. HMs:

More massive binaries have lower velocities!



The mass-velocity correlation

Previous studies: Mirabel+16 Gandhi+19,  
Atri+19, Fortin+22, O’Doherty+23.

How representative are binary systemic  
velocities of kick strengths?

Atri+19. Potential birth peculiar velocity vs. BH mass.

Only on a subclass of compact object 
binaries: e.g., BH-XRBs (Gandhi+19), NS-
HMXBs (Fortin+22), NS-LMXB and PSR 
(O’Dherty+23).

Which mass to use?



Kinematic discussion

vz=0
pec,min /Vr =

M1 + ΔM
Mtot + ΔM

−
2M1

M1/2
tot (Mtot + ΔM)1/2

vz=0
pec,max/Vr =

M1 + ΔM
Mtot + ΔM

+
2M1

M1/2
tot (Mtot + ΔM)1/2

,

Kalogera+96: theoretical limits on vz=0
pec

where  is the ejecta mass, and  is the relative orbital velocity at SN:ΔM Vr

Vr = 212.9 ( Mtot + ΔM
M⊙ )

1/3

(
Porb,SN

day )
−1/3

km s−1

Mtot = M1 + M2

: compact object mass 
 

: mass donor/luminous 
component mass.

M1

M2



Regions of different binary classes



The mass-velocity correlation

vz=0
pec = θ0 + θ1(log Mtot − log Mtot)

: The uncertainty on  is  
underestimated by this fraction.
ferr vz=0

pec

99.7% credible interval for the  
slope ( ): -0.84, -0.16θ1



The mass-velocity correlation
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient ( )ρS

At least 84% of the simulations suggests an  
anti-correlation (i.e., reject  ( )) at  
1% significance.

H0 ρS = 0

The anti-correlation is significant even 
with .ferr



The mass-velocity correlation
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Sg

BeXRBs are 
constrained by lower 

 than SgXRBs.vz=0
pec,max

BeXRBs vs. SgXRBs

vz=0
pec,max/Vr =

M1 + ΔM
Mtot + ΔM

+
2M1

M1/2
tot (Mtot + ΔM)1/2

• BeXRBs have wider 
orbits at SNe, and 

• BeXRBs ejected fewer 
mass at SNe (van den 
Heuvel+00, Pornisara 
et al. in prep)



Lack of low-v NS-LMXBs

Be

Be

Be

Be

Be

Be

Be
Be

Be

Sg

Sg

Sg

Sg

Sg

Sg

Sg

Sg

Most NS-LMXBs or PSRs has  
.vz=0

pec ≳ 100 km/s

To get low  : 

• wide orbits at SNe  
(e.g., Kalogera+98: “Direct SN”),  
and/or 

• weak NKs (e.g., e-capture SNe,  
accretion-induced collapse?)

vz=0
pec

vz=0
pec,max/Vr =

M1 + ΔM
Mtot + ΔM

+
2M1

M1/2
tot (Mtot + ΔM)1/2



NS-NIs are slower than XRBs

Be

Be

Be

Be

Be

Be

Be
Be

Be

Sg

Sg

Sg

Sg

Sg

Sg

Sg

Sg
• SNe at much wider orbits? 

• Weak NKs? 

• Might not be NSs?

vz=0
pec,max/Vr =

M1 + ΔM
Mtot + ΔM

+
2M1

M1/2
tot (Mtot + ΔM)1/2

NS-NIs seems to have systematically 
lower  than NS-LMXBs and 
PSRs:

vz=0
pec



Takeaways

• No significant difference between binaries hosting BHs and those hosting NSs. 

• Binaries with LM companions have broader (up to ~400 km/s) distribution compared 
to those hosting HM companions. 

• Anti-correlation between peculiar velocity and  is significant. 

• The decreasing trend is guided by the Kalogera+96 limits within individual 
subclasses and also across different classes.

Mtot



Thank You!



A rough overview of binary 
evolution

ZAMS

MT

He star SN (NK)

BH/NS

Porb,SN

ΔM = MHe − M1

MHe

M1 M2



Range of  allowed by the limits:vz=0
pec

vz=0
pec,max − vz=0

pec,min =
2 2M1

M1/2
tot (Mtot + ΔM)1/2 Vr

∝ M1M−1/2
tot (Mtot + ΔM)−1/6 P−1/3

orb,SN

Kinematic discussion

• apparently larger . 

• larger  (because of larger progenitor mass). 

• wider orbits at SNe (i.e., larger ).

Mtot

ΔM

Porb,SN

HMs show a narrower distribution compared to LMs one or more of the following:



Comparing  of HMXB subtypes:vz=0
pec

Kinematic discussion

• systematically wider orbits at SNe, and 

• less mass is ejected at SNe (also see van den Heuvel+00, Pornisara et al. in prep)

BeXRBs are constrained by lower  than SgXRBs becausevz=0
pec,max

vz=0
pec,max/Vr =

M1 + ΔM
Mtot + ΔM

+
2M1

M1/2
tot (Mtot + ΔM)1/2



Lack of low-v NS-LMs
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BeXRBs vs. SgXRBs

vz=0
pec,max/Vr =

M1 + ΔM
Mtot + ΔM

+
2M1

M1/2
tot (Mtot + ΔM)1/2

BeXRBs are 
constrained by lower 

 than SgXRBs.vz=0
pec,max



ZAMS

MT

He star

SN (NK)

BH/NS

ΔM = MHe − M1

MHe

M1 M2

NS/BH

Ejecta



Likelihood: 

Priors:

Intercept:  θ0 ∼ U(−5,5) Slope: θ1 ∼ U(−5,5)

Systematic error fraction: ferr ∼ U(0,1) .

Posterior:

where

   and  μi = θ0 + θ1xi σi = σ2
v,i + ( ferrvi)2 .

  p (ferr, θ0, θ1 |D) ∝ [∏
i

N(μi, σi)] p(θ0)p(θ1)p( ferr) .

,D | ferr, θ0, θ1 ∼ ∏
i

N [μi(θ0, θ1), σi( ferr)]

Additional slides: Bayesian model for the log-linear fit



Additional slides: labelled v vs. M_tot plot



Additional slides: NIs
Name                                           Type            Ref 

AS 386                                        BH-NI         Khokhlov+18 

2MASS J05215658+4359220      BH-NI         Thompson+19 

Gaia BH1                                    BH-NI         El-Badry+23a 

Gaia BH2                                    BH-NI         Tanikawa+22, El-Badry+23b 

LAMOST J112306.9+400736      NS-NI          Yi+22 

2MASS J15274848+3536572      NS-NI          Lin+23 

2MASS J06163552+2319094      NS-NI          Yuan+22 

LAMOST J235456.76+335625.7 NS-NI          Zheng+22 

2XMM J125556.57+565846.4     NS-NI         Mazeh+22



N = 24



N = 65



Peculiar velocity

Peculiar velocity ( )vpec

Systemic velocity relative to local  
Galactic rotation.

vpec = U2
s + V2

s + W2
s

Image credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech/R. Hurt (SSC/Caltech)

Reid+09:

α, δ, ϖ, μα cos δ, μδ, γ

Us, Vs, Ws

Vs

Us



Potential peculiar velocity at birth

Potential peculiar velocity at  
birth ( )vz=0

pec

Integrate orbits backward in time.

Collect peculiar velocity at every  
plane crossing.

Monte Carlo samples of .vz=0
pec

A 0620–00






